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Installing the Batteries
(1) Insert key into the lock and unlock the unit
(2) Unscrew the external battery cover retaining
screws and pull away the external battery cover.
(3) Remove the internal battery cover and fit 2 x good
quality 'AAA' (1.5 volt) batteries, ensuring correct
polarity as indicated on the diagram. Replace the
internal battery cover and tighten retaining screw
fully.
(4) Replace external battery cover and tighten
retaining screws fully .
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PLEASE NOTE: The external battery cover cannot
be removed unless the unit is in the unlocked mode.
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Using the Lock/Alarm 'Maxi'
1. Guide the cable around the item(s) you are protecting and finish with the end of the cable back at the main lock unit.
Ideally the cable also needs to be passed around a fixed object eg. a post or a railing.
2. Insert the steel end of the cable into the lock hole and push in until you hear a "beep". The key should automatically
turn in the lock as you do this. If not, then manually turn the key in the lock to the 'locked' position. It is now locked
and alarmed.
3. To unlock the Lock/Alarm 'Maxi' simply insert the key into the lock and turn until the end of the cable ejects out of the
lock hole. When the cable unlocks the alarm automatically disarms.
Replacement Keys: For security reasons, replacement keys will only be issued to users who have proof of purchase and
have logged their key number via the website www.lockalarm.com. Once registered, in the event of key loss, the
manufacturer will endeavour to supply a replacement key (a charge applies)
EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTIES USING YOUR LOCK/ALARM 'MAXI' ?
Email support@lockalarm.com or check the website www.lockalarm.com for troubleshooting hints.

